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A Model
Small Note-Small Denomination,

25-note Minimalist Design Type Set: 
Currency and Discrete Mathematics 

Converge!
By Eugene Rosner, with Dr. Daniel Loeb

LIKE MANY PEOPLE HAVE SAID, THE TRANSITION FROM
coins to currency is a natural one.  For me, this occurred just a few
years ago.  I had been a long-time type collector of U.S. coins.  I always
knew that currency was out there.  After purchasing a couple of books

and following internet currency discussion groups, it was time to get wet!  I first
noticed that it wasn’t very expensive to collect some nice late-date legal tenders
and Silver Certificates.  The colors of the seals were very flashy, and I was actual-
ly holding in my hands, notes that were no longer being printed.  A beginner’s
type set was already in the making.  A Collectors Universe forum member, jim-
myc suggested the following:

Collect small size notes by treasury seal color, size and design. There would
be 17. Six greens; the three shades seen on 28-34 FRNs, the smaller seal seen
on 50s and 63s and The English seal used starting 1969. The latter has two
shades, lighter on small heads and darker on big heads (I understand the gov-
ernment will deny that this difference exists) Three reds, large-28 small-53 or
63 and English-66. Three browns; large- FRBNs and Hawaii FRNs medium-
NBNs, and small -$1 Hawaii. Three yellows; golden orange- GCs, large -
yellow $5 and 10 NA SCs and small- $! NAs. Two blues; large 28-34 and
small 35-57.

This is a very modest challenge, but is nonetheless fascinating for its
variety and for the small number of notes needed.  The set came together very
quickly.  I was excited and wanted more.  I soon engrossed myself with the histo-
ry of small-sized notes and pored over a magnificent site http://www.uspaper-
money.info/history/1928.html which gave a great overview.  A sister site
http://www.uspapermoney.info/general/list_s.html, gives by denomination, a full
checklist of major design changes, the ultimate type set for small-size currency.
The 99-note set is daunting and did not quite fit my style.  I wondered if a small-
er set could be comprehensive in its own way.
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Beginnings

I started jotting down details and by categorizing the type of note, start-
ed organizing different design features.  Many hours and several legal pad pages
later, I had compiled a thorough listing.  Once again, as I’ve done in the past, I
focused less on actual denomination and focused on designs.  The denominations
of currency take care of themselves so to speak, in that the various portraits and
buildings featured are different designs of themselves.  An idea took hold.  Why
not list ALL the different design elements that belong to our currency and
THEN pick the notes that best select them?  This is a bit counter-intuitive, but
at the same time, all the more original. One often has all the homework done
beforehand.  You know which notes you need, and then you purchase.  Not here.
Here is a set in the making and I had no idea in the end which notes would be
involved.  The two fore-mentioned sites were invaluable for the learning process.
The following was my main list of design features:

1. Backs, back features (15): original ONE, great seal, Monticello,
Declaration of Independence, Lincoln Memorial, new Lincoln
Memorial, Treasury, new Treasury, White House, The White
House, new The White House, Capitol, new Capitol,
Independence Hall (the new IH is practically identical and is not a
separate feature, although I will need the new $100 for the new
Franklin), In God We Trust. (B)

2. Color (5?): will the $100 eventually have color? (C)
3. Charters (2): 2&4 (for NBN) (CH) 
4. Fed Seal (5): Big district numeral, large round, no THE in round

seal, small letter (scallop), new seal (F)
5. Blue and gray field numbers (9): 1, 2,5,10,100 (FN)
6. Hawaii Overprint (H) 
7. Legends (11) 1933 $10 Silver Certificate not included (L)
8. Numbers Spelled Out (large/small) (13): (there is only one spelling

of ONE HUNDRED!) (NS)
9. Obligations (6) (O)
10. Portraits (12): 7-old ($1-$100), 5-new ($5-$100) (P) 
11. Treasury seals (17): (S)
12. Treasury seals located on left side (3): gold, blue, red (SL)
13. Star (replacement note designation) (ST)

Remember, this was MY set of guidelines. It may be viewed as arbitrary
by others. You may want a different set altogether! 

The history link above gives full details of both the legends and obliga-
tions.  These features are quite subjective, but for me represented an encyclope-
dic reference that I always referred to.  Which set of notes will cover all the fea-
tures?  Using the Oakes and Schwartz Standard Guide to Small Size U.S. Paper
Money, I began assigning the design features to each note.  Whenever a note had
a change in design I would increment the affected design feature number by one.
If a new design feature category needed to be started, a new letter would be
introduced and begin it with suffix 1.  I started cataloging with the $10 Gold
Certificate and assigned the following elements: B1, L1, NS1, O1, P1, S1, SL1.
By carefully listing the elements I could eventually cross them off from a master
list.  When the last was crossed off, a set was complete!
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Early Changes to my Currency Collection

Even before the idea of a design feature set came to me I had assembled
a nice set of notes.  It was all anchored upon my treasury seal set.  I also began
to think things like: why do I need that 1957 Silver Certificate?  All of its fea-
tures are represented by two other notes I already I have!  And then I noticed
the following three notes that I had or was contemplating acquiring:

•  1928 $5 USN: L2, O2, S2, B2, P2, NS2, SL2 
•  1928G $2 USN: L3, B3, P3, NS3
•  1963 $2 USN: L4, O3, S3, NS4, FN1, B4 (“In God We Trust”) 

I then realized I could replace these with the following TWO notes:

•  1928 $2 USN: L2, O2, S2, B3, P3, NS3, SL2
•  1953 $2 USN!: L3, S3 NS4, FN1

The '53 has a small Latin seal, small "two", gray "2"(designs the 63 has)
and a revised legend (design the 28G has).  The new '28 $2 has the original leg-

BB CC CHCH FF FNFN HH LL NSNS OO PP SS SLSL
$1 notes

USN, 1928 fb l2 ONE O2 P1 lgred SLr
SC, 1928-1928D, blue seal left, first legend fb l5 ONE O4 P1 lgblue SLb
SC, 1928E, blue seal left, second legend fb l6 ONE O5 P1 lgblue SLb
SC, 1934, blue seal right, original back design fb bl1 l6 ONE O5 P1 lgblue
SC, 1935-1935G, blue seal right, Great Seal back design without motto gs gr1 l6 O5 P1 smblue
SC, 1935A, brown seal and Hawaii overprint gs gr1 H l6 O5 P1 smbrn
SC, 1935A, yellow seal gs gr1 l6 O5 P1 smyell
SC, 1935G-1957B, blue seal right, motto on back gs, m gr1 l6 O5 P1 smblue
FRN, 1963-1963B, Latin Treasury seal gs, m 4 l4 one O3 P1 smgrn
FRN, 1969-2006, English Treasury seal gs, m 4 l4 one O3 P1 grneng

$2 notes
USN, 1928-1928B, red seal left, first legend mon l2 TWO O2 P2 lgred SLr
USN, 1928C-1928G, red seal left, second legend mon l3 TWO O2 P2 lgred SLr
USN, 1953-1953C, red seal right, first obligation mon gr2 l3 two O2 P2 smred
USN, 1963-1963A, red seal right, second obligation mon, m gr2 l4 two O3 P2 smred
FRN, 1976-2003A dec, m 4 l4 two O3 P2 grneng

$5 notes
USN, 1928-1928A, red seal left, first legend mem l2 FIVE O2 P5 lgred
USN, 1928B-1928F, red seal left, second legend mem l3 FIVE O2 P5 lgred
USN, 1953-1953C, red seal right, first obligation mem gr5 l3 five O2 P5 smred
USN, 1963, red seal right, second obligation mem, m gr5 l4 five O2 P5 smred
National, 1929, two charter numbers mem CH1 l7, l8 FIVE O6 P5 mb
National, 1929, four charter numbers mem CH2 l7, l8 FIVE O6 P5 mb
FRBN, 1929 mem l7, l9 FIVE O7 P5 lgbrn
SC, 1934-1934D, blue seal right and blue 5 left mem bl5 l6 FIVE O5 P5 lgblue
SC, 1934A, yellow seal right and blue 5 left mem bl5 l6 FIVE O5 P5 lgyell
SC, 1953-1953C, blue seal right and gray 5 left mem gr5 l6 five O5 P5 smblue
FRN, 1928-1928A, number in Fed seal mem 1 l10 FIVE O2 P5 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928D, letter in Fed seal, first legend mem 2 l10 FIVE O2 P5 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928D, letter in Fed seal, first legend LGS mem 2 l10 FIVE O2 P5 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend mem 2 l11 FIVE O2 P5 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend DGS mem 2 l11 FIVE O2 P5 turq
FRN, 1934-1934A, brown Treasury seal and Hawaii overprint mem 2 H l11 FIVE O2 P5 lgbrn
FRN, 1934B-1934D, large Fed seal without The mem 3 l11 FIVE O2 P5 turq
FRN, 1950-1950E, small Fed seal, no motto on back mem 4 l11 five O2 P5 smgrn
FRN, 1963-1963A, motto on back, Latin Treasury seal mem, m 4 l4 five O3 P5 smgrn
FRN, 1969-1988A, English Treasury seal, no microprinting or security thread mem, m 4 l4 five O3 P5 grneng
FRN, 1999-2006, new design nmem, m 5 l4 five O3 Plg5 dg
FRN, 2006, background color nmem, m C5 5 l4 five O3 Plg5 dg

Continued following

A Listing of Small-Size ($1-$100) Notes                     (1928-present) and their design features. 
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end, and the important large "two".  The '28 $5 and '63 $2 have design elements
found in my later notes!  I was looking at this economically. Why buy two notes,
when I can buy one?  And then it hit me, mathematically.  What is the MINI-
MUM number of notes needed to represent this particular group of 90 design
features? 

This is from a PCGS Collectors Forum thread.  Here is a comment from
a PCGS Vice President and my response... 

Laura Kessler: “I love your enthusiasm for this hobby and appreciate you
sharing your collection with us as it grows!”

Eugene Rosner: “or in this case, as it shrinks!”
I continued my search by asking a simple question.  Which notes are

MUST-haves? Another way of putting it, which notes are unique in that they are
the only ones that have particular design features? The following notes fit this
description, along with why in parentheses:

•  1966-A $100 United States Note (small red English seal)
•  1928 $1 Silver Certificate (1st SC legend/1st SC obligation/ 

blue seal left)

BB CC CHCH FF FNFN HH LL NSNS OO PP SS SLSL

fb l2 ONE O2 P1 lgred SLr
fb l5 ONE O4 P1 lgblue SLb
fb l6 ONE O5 P1 lgblue SLb
fb bl1 l6 ONE O5 P1 lgblue
gs gr1 l6 O5 P1 smblue
gs gr1 H l6 O5 P1 smbrn
gs gr1 l6 O5 P1 smyell
gs, m gr1 l6 O5 P1 smblue
gs, m 4 l4 one O3 P1 smgrn
gs, m 4 l4 one O3 P1 grneng

mon l2 TWO O2 P2 lgred SLr
mon l3 TWO O2 P2 lgred SLr
mon gr2 l3 two O2 P2 smred
mon, m gr2 l4 two O3 P2 smred
dec, m 4 l4 two O3 P2 grneng

mem l2 FIVE O2 P5 lgred
mem l3 FIVE O2 P5 lgred
mem gr5 l3 five O2 P5 smred
mem, m gr5 l4 five O2 P5 smred
mem CH1 l7, l8 FIVE O6 P5 mb
mem CH2 l7, l8 FIVE O6 P5 mb
mem l7, l9 FIVE O7 P5 lgbrn
mem bl5 l6 FIVE O5 P5 lgblue
mem bl5 l6 FIVE O5 P5 lgyell
mem gr5 l6 five O5 P5 smblue
mem 1 l10 FIVE O2 P5 fg
mem 2 l10 FIVE O2 P5 fg
mem 2 l10 FIVE O2 P5 lime
mem 2 l11 FIVE O2 P5 lime
mem 2 l11 FIVE O2 P5 turq
mem 2 H l11 FIVE O2 P5 lgbrn
mem 3 l11 FIVE O2 P5 turq
mem 4 l11 five O2 P5 smgrn
mem, m 4 l4 five O3 P5 smgrn
mem, m 4 l4 five O3 P5 grneng
nmem, m 5 l4 five O3 Plg5 dg
nmem, m C5 5 l4 five O3 Plg5 dg

Continued following

s                     (1928-present) and their design features. 
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BB CC CHCH FF FNFN HH LL NSNS OO PP SS SLSL

$10 notes
GC, 1928-1928A tre l1 TEN O1 P10 gold SLg
National, 1929, two charter numbers tre CH1 l7, l8 TEN O6 P10 mb
National, 1929, four charter numbers tre CH2 l7, l8 TEN O6 P10 mb
FRBN, 1929 tre l7, l9 TEN O7 P10 lgbrn
SC, 1934-1934D, blue seal right and blue 10 left tre bl10 l6 TEN O5 P10 lgblue
SC, 1934-1934A, yellow seal right and blue 10 left tre bl10 l6 TEN O5 P10 lgyell
SC, 1953-1953B, blue seal right and gray 10 left tre gr10 l6 ten O5 P10 smblue
FRN, 1928-1928A, number in Fed seal tre 1 l10 TEN O2 P10 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928C, letter in Fed seal, first legend tre 2 l10 TEN O2 P10 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928C, letter in Fed seal, first legend LGS tre 2 l10 TEN O2 P10 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend tre 2 l11 TEN O2 P10 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend DGS tre 2 l11 TEN O2 P10 turq
FRN, 1934A, brown Treasury seal and Hawaii overprint tre 2 H l11 TEN O2 P10 lgbrn
FRN, 1934B-1934D, large Fed seal without The tre 3 l11 TEN O2 P10 turq
FRN, 1950-1950E, small Fed seal, no motto on back tre 4 l11 ten O2 P10 smgrn
FRN, 1963-1963A, motto on back, Latin Treasury seal tre, m 4 l4 ten O3 P10 smgrn
FRN, 1969-1988A, English Treasury seal, no microprinting or security thread tre, m 4 l4 ten O3 P10 grneng
FRN, 1999-2003, new design ntre, m 5 l4 ten O3 Plg10 dg
FRN, 2004A-2006, background color ntre, m C10 5 l4 ten O3 Plg10 dg

$20 notes
GC, 1928-1928A wh l1 TWE O1 P20 gold SLg
National, 1929, two charter numbers wh CH1 l7, l8 TWE O6 P20 mb
National, 1929, four charter numbers wh CH2 l7, l8 TWE O6 P20 mb
FRBN, 1929 wh l7, l9 TWE O7 P20 lgbrn
FRN, 1928-1928A, number in Fed seal wh 1 l10 TWE O2 P20 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928C, letter in Fed seal, first legend wh 2 l10 TWE O2 P20 fg
FRN, 1928B-1928C, letter in Fed seal, first legend LGS wh 2 l10 TWE O2 P20 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend wh 2 l11 TWE O2 P20 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend DGS wh 2 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
FRN, 1934-1934A, brown Treasury seal and Hawaii overprint wh 2 H l11 TWE O2 P20 lgbrn
FRN, 1934B-1934C, large Fed seal without The, White House back wh 3 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
FRN, 1934C-1934D, large Fed seal, The White House back twh 3 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
FRN, 1950-1950E, small Fed seal, no motto on back twh 4 l11 twe O2 P20 smgrn
FRN, 1963-1963A, motto on back, Latin Treasury seal twh, m 4 l4 twe O3 P20 smgrn
FRN, 1969-1988A, English Treasury seal, no microprinting or security thread twh, m 4 l4 twe O3 P20 grneng
FRN, 1996-2001, new design ntwh, m 5 l4 twe O3 Plg20 dg
FRN, 2004-2006, background color ntwh, m C20 5 l4 twe O3 Plg20 dg

$50 notes
GC, 1928 cap l1 FIF O1 P50 gold SLg
National, 1929, two charter numbers cap CH1 l7, l8 FIF O6 P50 mb
National, 1929, four charter numbers cap CH2 l7, l8 FIF O6 P50 mb
FRBN, 1929 cap l7, l9 FIF O7 P50 lgbrn
FRN, 1928, number in Fed seal cap 1 l10 FIF O2 P50 fg
FRN, 1928A, letter in Fed seal, first legend cap 2 l10 FIF O2 P50 fg
FRN, 1928A, letter in Fed seal, first legend LGS cap 2 l10 FIF O2 P50 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend cap 2 l11 FIF O2 P50 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend DGS cap 2 l11 FIF O2 P50 turq
FRN, 1934B-1934D, large Fed seal without The cap 3 l11 FIF O2 P50 turq
FRN, 1950-1950E, small Fed seal, no motto on back cap 4 l11 fif O2 P50 smgrn
FRN, 1963A, motto on back, Latin Treasury seal cap, m 4 l4 fif O3 P50 smgrn
FRN, 1969-1988, English Treasury seal, no microprinting or security thread cap, m 4 l4 fif O3 P50 grneng
FRN, 1996-2001, new design ncap, m 5 l4 fif O3 Plg50 dg
FRN, 2004-2006, background color ncap, m C50 5 l4 fif O3 Plg50 dg

$100 notes
GC, 1928-1928A, green back ih lg100 l1 O1 P100 gold SLg
National, 1929, two charter numbers ih CH1 lg100 l7, l8 O6 P100 mb
National, 1929, four charter numbers ih CH2 lg100 l7, l8 O6 P100 mb
FRBN, 1929 ih lg100 l7, l9 O7 P100 lgbrn
USN, 1966-1966A ih sm100 l4 hund O3 P100 redeng
FRN, 1928, number in Fed seal ih 1 lg100 l10 O2 P100 fg
FRN, 1928A, letter in Fed seal, first legend ih 2 lg100 l10 O2 P100 fg
FRN, 1928A, letter in Fed seal, first legend LGS ih 2 lg100 l10 O2 P100 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend ih 2 lg100 l11 O2 P100 lime
FRN, 1934-1934A, large Fed seal with The, second legend DGS ih 2 lg100 l11 O2 P100 turq
FRN, 1934B-1934D, large Fed seal without The ih 3 lg100 l11 O2 P100 turq
FRN, 1950-1950E, small Fed seal, no motto on back ih 4 lg100 l11 O2 P100 smgrn
FRN, 1963A, motto on back, Latin Treasury seal ih, m 4 lg100 l4 O3 P100 smgrn
FRN, 1969-1988, English Treasury seal, no microprinting or security thread ih, m 4 lg100 l4 O3 P100 grneng
FRN, 1996-2006, new design ih, m 5 lg100 l4 O3 Plg100 dg 
FRN, 2009-, background color (not yet issued) ih, m C100 5 lg100 l4 O3 Plg100 dg 
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Discover . . .
YOUR pot of gold

HERE!
Advertise in PAPER MONEY

BB CC CHCH FF FNFN HH LL NSNS OO PP SS SLSL

tre l1 TEN O1 P10 gold SLg
tre CH1 l7, l8 TEN O6 P10 mb
tre CH2 l7, l8 TEN O6 P10 mb
tre l7, l9 TEN O7 P10 lgbrn
tre bl10 l6 TEN O5 P10 lgblue
tre bl10 l6 TEN O5 P10 lgyell
tre gr10 l6 ten O5 P10 smblue
tre 1 l10 TEN O2 P10 fg
tre 2 l10 TEN O2 P10 fg
tre 2 l10 TEN O2 P10 lime
tre 2 l11 TEN O2 P10 lime
tre 2 l11 TEN O2 P10 turq
tre 2 H l11 TEN O2 P10 lgbrn
tre 3 l11 TEN O2 P10 turq
tre 4 l11 ten O2 P10 smgrn
tre, m 4 l4 ten O3 P10 smgrn
tre, m 4 l4 ten O3 P10 grneng
ntre, m 5 l4 ten O3 Plg10 dg
ntre, m C10 5 l4 ten O3 Plg10 dg

wh l1 TWE O1 P20 gold SLg
wh CH1 l7, l8 TWE O6 P20 mb
wh CH2 l7, l8 TWE O6 P20 mb
wh l7, l9 TWE O7 P20 lgbrn
wh 1 l10 TWE O2 P20 fg
wh 2 l10 TWE O2 P20 fg
wh 2 l10 TWE O2 P20 lime
wh 2 l11 TWE O2 P20 lime
wh 2 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
wh 2 H l11 TWE O2 P20 lgbrn
wh 3 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
twh 3 l11 TWE O2 P20 turq
twh 4 l11 twe O2 P20 smgrn
twh, m 4 l4 twe O3 P20 smgrn
twh, m 4 l4 twe O3 P20 grneng
ntwh, m 5 l4 twe O3 Plg20 dg
ntwh, m C20 5 l4 twe O3 Plg20 dg

cap l1 FIF O1 P50 gold SLg
cap CH1 l7, l8 FIF O6 P50 mb
cap CH2 l7, l8 FIF O6 P50 mb
cap l7, l9 FIF O7 P50 lgbrn
cap 1 l10 FIF O2 P50 fg
cap 2 l10 FIF O2 P50 fg
cap 2 l10 FIF O2 P50 lime
cap 2 l11 FIF O2 P50 lime
cap 2 l11 FIF O2 P50 turq
cap 3 l11 FIF O2 P50 turq
cap 4 l11 fif O2 P50 smgrn
cap, m 4 l4 fif O3 P50 smgrn
cap, m 4 l4 fif O3 P50 grneng
ncap, m 5 l4 fif O3 Plg50 dg
ncap, m C50 5 l4 fif O3 Plg50 dg

ih lg100 l1 O1 P100 gold SLg
ih CH1 lg100 l7, l8 O6 P100 mb
ih CH2 lg100 l7, l8 O6 P100 mb
ih lg100 l7, l9 O7 P100 lgbrn
ih sm100 l4 hund O3 P100 redeng
ih 1 lg100 l10 O2 P100 fg
ih 2 lg100 l10 O2 P100 fg
ih 2 lg100 l10 O2 P100 lime
ih 2 lg100 l11 O2 P100 lime
ih 2 lg100 l11 O2 P100 turq
ih 3 lg100 l11 O2 P100 turq
ih 4 lg100 l11 O2 P100 smgrn
ih, m 4 lg100 l4 O3 P100 smgrn
ih, m 4 lg100 l4 O3 P100 grneng
ih, m 5 lg100 l4 O3 Plg100 dg 
ih, m C100 5 lg100 l4 O3 Plg100 dg 
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•  1934 $1 SC (blue 1) (coincidentally, this and the previous note share 
the famous funny back design and large ONE)

•  1935A $1 North Africa Silver Certificate (small yellow seal)
•  1953-B $10 SC (gray 10)
•  1935A $1 Hawaii Silver Certificate (small brown seal)
•  1976-.... $2 FRN (Declaration of Independence)
•  all five colorized Federal Reserve Notes (color)

With regard to the last of these, the earlier series large portrait notes
with newly designed backs are trumped by their colorized counterparts.  After all,
a no-color note is nothing new.  What is even more interesting is that beside the
particularly unique design feature(s) each of the twelve notes listed above have,
they also have all the additional design features indigenous to the specific note.
These extra design features essentially become redundant for the purpose of solv-
ing our problem.  This will soon become very important.  My set started at
around 30 notes and one by one decreased to 25.  I was so intimately familiar with
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Figure 1. The 17 treasury seals are a
cornerstone of the 25-note minimalist
design type set.
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the design features of these notes that I had a sense but could not prove that the
minimum was indeed that number.  I then made an important phone call to a
good friend of mine and mathematician, Dr. Daniel Loeb.  I posed this particular
problem and very soon he wrote an amazing computer program which verified my
suspicions and a whole lot more!

Enter the python!

This beautiful program, written in Python code, was an amazingly pow-
erful tool in confirming that 25 notes are needed. When the results were analyzed
a beautiful symmetry in the solution made clear the nature of how anyone can put
a set like this together. The only thing needed was for a collector to make some
basic choices. First, the problem needed to be simplified.  I already knew that 12
notes were “musts” and all the additional design features they had could be
removed from the problem.  We then renumbered and reassigned the design fea-
ture codes.  Using the predetermined “must notes” and their additional design
features, we reduced the important data by two-thirds!  Once all the data was
assembled and the code checked, we ran it.  Thirteen additional notes were need-
ed for a minimum solution; 25 was the answer, not 24.  Dan then added an ele-
ment to the program. The program would print out the number of 25-note solu-
tions (the many 25-note combinations), and each note’s frequency (the probability
a note features in a solution). Some additional notes became MUST-haves. Let’s
have a look.

Three very special notes with multiple design features

These three notes will always have a special place in my heart.  Python
assigned them a 100%. They must appear in every 25-note solution.

1. 1928/28A $2 USN: This note, as I deduced earlier, is indeed very
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Figure 2. Everything seems to go from
larger to smaller! Treasury seals are a
fine example of this, but check the
sizes of the 1928A spelling of TWO
(left) and a 1995 version (right).

Figure 3. Field number 100, found on
a 1934 FRN and the 1966 USN.

Figure 4.  Close-up of the shrinking
Legal Tender legend progression,
1928-1966.

Figure 5 (Right). Unique to a 1928 $1
Silver Certificate is the first SC leg-
end, “This certificate is receivable for
all public dues and when so received
may be reissued,” the blue seal at left
and the first SC obligation with spe-
cial wording, “. . .there has been
deposited...”. It therefore automati-
cally qualifies itself as a member of
the minimalist set. These features are
outlined in bold. The large blue seal,
Washington’s portrait, the big
spelling of ONE and the funny back
are outlined with a dotted line. These
features appear on other notes but
because this silver certificate is
already in the set, the additional
design features become redundant
for the python program simplifying
the task of determining which other
note to choose.  
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important. The early USN legend along with the large TWO is an
imperative combination. This note’s “must” quality partially eliminates
(see earlier comment on the 1934 $1 SC) the 1928 $1 and all later vari-
ants of 1928 United States Notes, from a minimum set.

2. 1934C/D $20 Federal Reserve Note: This is a big one. There is a little
bit of the old (large Turquoise treasury seal) and a little bit of the new
(the new shrubbery, change in THE White House and THE removed
from the treasury seal).  The $20 FRNs up to 1995 have essentially the
same back.  Here is mathematically speaking, the intersection of two
families of notes. The note while not at all expensive is not so easy to
find.

3. 1963-63B $1 FRN:  I had suspected this one!  This has the small green
Latin seal and small ONE.  All non-$1 1950/1963 FRNs and all 1969
and later $1 FRNs do not appear in minimum sets as a result of this
special note. My example happens to be a Barr note!
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Figure 7. 1963B $1 FRN:  By con-
trast, in a small space we see the
final year of the small, green, Latin
seal superimposed on a first year,
small ONE design feature.

Figure 6. Another of the 3 special
must-notes.  The last year-first year
design features of this 1934D are
spread over the entire front and
back.
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As I mentioned before, some notes never appear in a minimum set. Each
one was assigned a probability of 0%. So far we have 15 notes that must appear in
any set.  This leaves 10 with probabilities between 0% and 100%.  It is high time
that we look at them. And by the way when all is said and done, there are 113,040
ways of assembling a 25-note set!  We will now look at four notes that have a

Figure 8. Compare the shrubbery of
this $20 National Bank Note, with
the more robust 1934D FRN!) In a
minimum-note set, a type 1 NBN
must be chosen. This note fills one of
the three higher-denomination
requirements.

Figures 9-10 (Below). Aesthetic
choices at play: In a minimalist
design currency set there are plenty
of options. By selecting a 1953 $5
Silver Certificate, a nice pair of 3-
note groupings results; in one, a set
of gray field numbers; the other, the
USN legend evolution shown earlier.
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basic relationship with each other.  They will also allow you to make some nice
choices, both aesthetic and economical.

Four families of notes with trivial frequencies

Part of the beauty of Dan Loeb’s Python program is that it prints out fre-
quencies that can readily be grouped in families.  In all cases the sum of the family
members’ frequencies is 1.  In order to see what the python program is doing, one
has to be more in touch with a particular design feature than a category of note.

Gray 2 Gray 5 Blue 5 Blue 10
1953 $2 USN 0.75
1963 $2 USN 0.25
1953 $5 USN 0.5
1963 $5 USN 0.25
1953 $5 SC 0.25
1934 $5 SC 0.33
1934 $5 NA 0.66
1934 $10 SC 0.33
1934 $10 NA 0.66

By looking at one example of how these probabilities work we will get a
better understanding of Dan’s Python program.  A simple start is best.  The last
two columns refer to four Silver Certificates and the following design features:

1.  1934 $5 SC: fn2, ns2
2.  1934 $5 NA: fn2, ns2, s4
3.  1934 $10 SC: fn4, ns3
4.  1934 $10 NA: fn4, ns3, s4

In short, Python’s sub-solution here involves selecting two notes with 5
design features (fn2, fn4, ns2, ns3, s4).  Keeping in mind that the early $1 Silver
Certificates (must-have notes) have the large Latin blue seal, s4 refers to the large
yellow seal. There are 3 possibilities: (1,4), (2,3) and (2,4).  Both 2 and 4 appear
two-thirds of the time while 1 and 3 only appear one-third of the time.  Note as
well that Python doesn’t care about how often a design feature occurs (this will
become important a little later on), it simply states the possibilities.  Even in this
small example, an important decision-making process emerges.  Which $5 and
$10 blue field number note pairing does the set-builder choose?  In CU condi-
tion, both the $5 and $10 North Africans cost over $300.  The $10 is actually a lit-
tle less than the $5.  The regular Silver Certificates are $30 and $150 respectively.
For a tight budget, the answer is obvious:  get a $5 regular Silver Certificate and a
$10 North African-option (1,4)!  But what if your minimum type set is part of a
larger overall collection, say a denomination set mentioned earlier on?  By choos-
ing both North Africans you have in the making a complete denomination subset
of yellow seals. The $1 yellow seal can be acquired as well and it is part of our
minimum set. The choice is yours! 

The gray field number notes line up in a similar way:

1.  1953 $2 USN: fn1, l5, s8
2.  1963 $2 USN: fn1, s8
3.  1953 $5 USN: fn3, l5, s8
4.  1963 $5 USN: fn3, s8
5.  1953 $5 SC: fn3

The Python program’s sub-solution here involves selecting two notes
with 4 design features (fn1, fn3, l5, s8). There are 4 possibilities: (1,3), (1,4), (1,5)
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and (2,3).  Note #1 appears 3/4 of the time, note #2 appears 1/4 of the time, note
#3 appears 1/2 the time and notes 4&5 appear 1/4 of the time.  Once again, the
set builder is faced with a decision, although not a financial one.  All of these notes
are very common and come as nice as you want for a modest price tag.  The deci-
sion now comes down to aesthetics and how you might want to display such a col-
lection. Notice that a Silver Certificate has invaded a mostly legal tender field!
The program has determined that a family of gray 5s needs to be established.
Choice (1,5) includes a Silver Certificate; the others do not.  By choosing the (1,5)
option, there will be a neat grouping of 3 silver certificates having 3 different gray
field numbers, a subset within the set. It also leads to the selection of only 3 red
seals, but with the beautiful and minimalist design feature of a twice evolved U.S.
Note legend sequence! (see illustrations) By choosing one of the other options (4
red seals, 2 silvers) you can clearly have a 4th red, a $5 legal tender which might
enhance an expanding denomination set.  Many collectors go nuts over red seals
so this is certainly an option.  I love the alternative and the crisp presentation of
subsets.  No matter what, a 1953 USN must be chosen; an additional truth men-
tioned in passing earlier, which bears repeating.  The note ($2 or $5) carries the
2nd USN legend with wording “at its face value.”  There’s a lot going on here for
5 pieces of currency!  So far we have a collection of 19 notes. 4 of these can be
chosen 12 ways (4x3), the others are musts.  This leaves us with 6 remaining notes
and a whopping (113,040/12) = 9,420 ways of selecting them. Things now get
juicy!

Families of notes with non-trivial frequencies:
A beautiful asymmetry unveils itself.

A B C D E F
Gold NBN NBN FRBN Nu- Lime 
Cert. T-1 T-2 meral 1928/34

1 $5 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 .07/.07
2 $10 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 .07/.07
3 $20 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 .12/.12
4 $50 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 .12/.12
5 $100 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 .12/.12

The computer at times can seem like a monstrous, number-crunching
machine.  Once again, the probabilities (here rounded off for convenience) sug-
gest 6 families of notes. It is apparent from the above chart that one of each type
of the following notes, Gold Certificate, National Bank Note-2 charters, 4-char-
ters, Federal Reserve Bank Note, and Federal Reserve Note with numeral fed seal
and lime seal will suffice.  But which denominations are to be chosen?  Also notice
that many notes (1928 Forest Green seals with alphabetical district seal and
Hawaiis for example) did not make the show.  The python program is pretty bru-
tal in this fashion as it only cares about the truth!  The unique characteristic
design features of our present batch of notes are as follows:

Gold-s2, National-Ch1(2), FRBN-l3/s2, Numeral-f1/s5 and Lime-
l2(4)/s6. The first obligation (O1) appears on a variety of FRNs and is not a fac-
tor.  The characteristic denomination features for all six families of notes are:  $5-
ns2, $10-ns3, $20-b1, $50-ns4 and $100-fn5 (the large 100 that contrasts with the
small version found on the 1966 $100).  I had to search long and hard to reason
out why the percentages of $5 and $10 notes are different from the higher denom-
inations.  And then the penny dropped.  They are not just different, they’re lower!
They do not appear in solutions as often, and here is why.  Earlier on, we dis-
cussed the blue number notes. These Silver Certificates come with large spelled
out numbers (ns). They therefore CAN appear as selections now, but it is NOT
mandatory!  What is required of this group of six notes is that we have one repre-
sentative of each type and at least one of the each of the top denominations ($20,
$50 and $100). 
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SPMC Celebrates 50 years of service to the hobby
and fellowship in pursuit of our collecting goals

Come celebrate with us at Memphis 2011

Back to my course in probability and statistics!

Counting these is a whole other matter.  It is devilish!  The computer spat
out the number 9,420, and I just had to know why.  It all comes down to those
wonderful permutations and combinations one might take in a freshman college
class.  Consider this analogous problem which just might come out of a university
textbook:

Balls come in 5 sizes: small, medium, large, extra large and jumbo.  They
come in 7 colors: red, yellow, orange, blue, green, light brown and dark brown.
There are no small red balls.  Crates need to be assembled, six balls to a crate, one
of each color.  The brown ball can be light or dark not both.  Special condition:
each crate must have at least one large, one extra large and one jumbo sized ball.
How many unique combinations can you have?

The basic counting strategy involves breaking down the problem into 4
units. How many 6-note solutions can be found in rows 3,4&5?, rows 2,3,4&5?,
rows 1,3,4&5?, and rows 1,2,3,4&5? Briefly looking at the first of these, notes can
be arranged A.3/2/1 entries per row, B.2/2/2 entries per row and C.4/1/1.
Looking at A., there are 20 ways 3 notes can be chosen in one row*, 3 ways two
further notes can be selected in a second row, and only one way the last note can
be chosen in the remaining slot. Remember, only one type of note per slot!
Multiply these factors and you get 60. This number must then be multiplied by
the number of ways the rows can be arranged (6), (3,4,5), (3,5,4), (4,3,5), (4,5,3),
(5,3,4), (5,4,3) and then multiplied by 2 because there are two kinds of limes. A
quick tally of 720 is well on the way to counting 9,420.  The counting must be
done carefully and accurately.  I leave it to readers (if interested!) to carry out the
rest of the calculations, but if you’d like, I set up a webpage that you may consult
for a full accounting.  The python program’s result here is confirmed by hand!
http://forums.collectors.com/messageview.cfm?catid=34&threadid=744157

*In basic combinatorics, there is a famous formula nCr=n!/(r!(n-r)!), where n is the
number of things to choose from, and you choose r of them (no repetition, order
does not matter). In math, n!= n x (n-1) x (n-2)…x1. 6!= 6x5x4x3x2x1. In the above
example we’re choosing 3 balls from a group of six. In the numismatic context, how
many ways can we choose three $20 notes from the group of six? The order does
not matter: A Gold Certificate and a lime seal is the same as a lime seal and a Gold
Certificate. This formula gives us 20 (6!/3!3!). Looking at the chart above, the com-
binations are as follows:  ABC ABD ABE ABF ACD ACE ACF ADE ADF AEF BCD
BCE BCF BDE BDF BEF CDE CDF CEF DEF.
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The 9,420 6-note solutions are heavily laden with higher denomination
notes, but you can simply choose a $20, $50 and $100 of your liking and fill in the
remaining 3 type selections with lower denominations as I have done with my per-
sonal model type set.  See http://forums.collectors.com/messageview.
cfm?catid=23&threadid=628186&highlight_key=y&keyword1=design and follow.

And so my illustration is complete. Dr. Daniel Loeb’s critical Python
code run can be found here:  http://forums.collectors.com/messageview.cfm?
catid=34&threadid=744196

This has been an amazing journey which coupled my love of minimalist
sets with a love of mathematics.  Daniel’s program was brilliant and when all the
numbers were grouped together in an orderly fashion, a special beauty of simplici-
ty was apparent.  More than anything, I hope that by sharing this kind of type set
with you, you will be open to new collecting ideas that differ from the tried and
true ways collectors may be used to.  Hopefully, you may see this as a new spin on
an old theme.

Model Type Set Note #1, 1928 $10 GC: B1, L1, NS1, O1, P1, S1, SL1

Model Type Set Note #2, 1953 $2 USN: FN1, L3, NS3, S3 
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AN EVENING PROGRAM ABOUT PAPER MONEY,
coins, tokens, and medals with three well-known numis-

matic personalities, highlights a combined meeting of the New
England Currency Club and the Boston Numismatic Society
on April 11th in Waltham, MA. The BNS, founded in 1860, is
one of America’s oldest institutions in the field.

The three presenters will be there to answer questions,
share experiences, comment on the marketplace, and “perhaps
predict or try to predict the future,” according to organizers.

Speakers for the hour-long program include Anne
Bentley (right), Curator at the Massachusetts Historical
Society, and custodian of some of America’s greatest numis-
matic treasures, who last summer presented a highly-
acclaimed program for the ANA. She is an acclaimend author,
writer, researcher, and speaker. Founded in 1791, the MHS is

the oldest historical soci-
ety in America.

Also on hand will be
David M. Sundman
(left), chief executive of
Littleton Coin Co., with
more than 300 employ-
ees, one of America’s
largest rare coin dealer-
ships. Littleton has found
many “treasures” in the
hands of the public—
including the very first
National Bank Note ever
issued!  He will share
some of his finds with

you, tell of the depth and
breadth of the market,
and more.

Also on tap will be Q.
David Bowers (below),
chairman emeritus of
S t a c k ’ s - B o w e r s
Numismatics and numis-
matic director of
Whitman Publishing,
LLC, who began his deal-
ership as a young teenager
in 1953.  Since that time
he has handled just about
every rarity in the book.
Dave is author of 50+
books, a popular colum-
nist, and past president of
ANA and PNG.

The event begins at
7:15 in the Trinity
Congregational Church
hall, 730 Main St. (Rt 20)
Waltham, MA. Paper
Money readers who are
not a member of the
sponsoring clubs, may
reserve space by e-mailing
John Ferreri at ccne-
news@yahoo.com.          v
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Model Type Set Note #3, 1928A $2 USN: B2, L2, NS2, O2, P2, S2, SL2 

----Joint groups to hear Bentley, Sundman, & Bowers----
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Model Type Set Note #4, 1966 $100 USN: B3, B4, FN2, L4, NS4, O3, P3, S4 

Model Type Set Note #5, 1928 $1 SC: B5, L5, NS5, O4, P4, S5, SL3 
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Model Type Set Note #6, 1934 $1 SC: FN3, L6, O5 

Model Type Set Note #7, 1934A $5 SC: B6, FN4, NS6, P5 

Model Type Set Note #8, 1934A $10 NASC: FN5, S6 
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Model Type Set Note #9, 1935A $1 NASC: B7, FN6, S7 

Model Type Set Note #10, 1953 $5 SC: FN7, NS7, S8 

Model Type Set Note #11, 1953B $10 SC: FN8, NS8 
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Model Type Set Note #12, 1935A $1 HISC: H, S9 

Model Type Set Note #13, 1929 $20 NBN, T-I: 
B8, CH1, L7, L8, NS9, O6, P6, S10 
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Model Type Set Note #14, 1929 NBN, T-II: CH2 

Model Type Set Note #15, 1929 $50 FRBN: B9, L9, NS10, P7, S11 

Model Type Set Note #16, 1928A $5 FRN: F1, L10, S12 
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Model Type Set Note #17, 1934 $100 FRN LGS: F2, FN9, L11, S13 

Model Type Set Note #18, 1934D $20 FRN DGS: B10, F3, S14 

Model Type Set Note #19, 1963B $1 FRN: F4, NS11, S15 
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Model Type Set Note #20, 2003 $2 FRN: B11, S16, ST 

Model Type Set Note #21, 2006 $5 FRN: B12, C1, F5, P8 
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Model Type Set Note #22, 2004A $10 FRN: B13, C2, P9, S17 

Model Type Set Note #23, 2004A $20 FRN: B14, C3, NS12, P10
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Model Type Set Note #24, 2004A $50 FRN: B15, C4, NS13, P11 

vModel Type Set Note #25, Specimen $100 FRN: P12, C5 
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